Exposure Manager on the
RMS(one)® Platform
A New Way to Visualize Your Risk: Get the Insights You Need to Drive Your Business Forward

KEY BENEFITS

Minimize Blind Spots
Exposure Manager utilizes the new RMS data model to allow users to capture exposures in both
modeled and non-modeled peril regions by leveraging a “big data” platform. Users can quickly

• Define damage scenarios at different
locales to build comprehensive

and correctly analyze exposure at the portfolio level across geographies and drill down into the
drivers of deterministic losses regardless of region.

deterministic models.
• Perform hazard diagnostics by
visualizing your risk in the context of
RMS HD hazard data layers.
• Report in customizable maps and
views, and export results.

Respond with Confidence
Using Exposure Manager as a store for exposures means having an up-to-date portfolio view
enabled by high-speed analytics for quickly assessing the impact of an ongoing event and
responding effectively. With Exposure Manager’s flexible reporting functions and the RMS
financial model, users can demonstrate deep understanding of the risk being carried.

• Use the sophisticated querying
environment for deep-dive
investigation of data trends and
making bulk edits.
• Organize and exchange data with
colleagues and counterparties.
• Have a powerful querying utility for

A New Way to Visualize Your Risk
With a deeply intuitive user experience designed with the portfolio manager in mind, users can
access highly interactive and visually rich analytics. Using performant mapping capabilities, they
can visualize the highest resolution of data layers in conjunction with their portfolio of exposures
and deterministic losses. They can quickly report at the portfolio level across dimensions,
including total insured value, exposed limit, data accuracy, and deterministic losses, and use

updates and interrogation of exposure

various visualizations to drill down through the portfolio hierarchy, establishing the drivers of

data.

accumulations and portfolio trends.

Best-in-Class Solution
WORK WITH THE EXPERTS

Our portfolio management solution provides advanced exposure analytics in an interactive and
drillable user interface, accumulation analytics on hazard and scenario layers, and integrated
exchange for sharing files with internal or external parties. These unique capabilities combined

Partner with RMS for access to the best
scientists, engineers, actuaries, software
architects, and technical experts in
the industry. Benefit from our industry
expertise and significant collaboration
with the academic community.

with RMS event response services, support from risk management experts, and access to the
RMS financial model, make Exposure Manager the best-in-class accumulation management solution.

DEPLOYMENT

Advanced Exposure Analytics
• Deep dive to view and compare raw

Exposure Manager is a cloud-based
solution leveraging a global network of
data centers. It reflects local standards

exposure and accumulation losses
in one place.
• Interactive, user friendly, powerful

and practices while providing the highest

analytics enabled by intuitive best-

levels of security, privacy, and data-

in-class user experience that can be

control.

configured without knowledge of
SQL or support from IT.
• Leverage the RMS financial model

SECURITY

to provide reliable maximum
possible loss metrics.

Highly configurable screen layout in Exposure
Manager

RMS protects clients’ data using
enterprise-class security measures built
on a security framework that implements
best practices from ISO 27001 and the

Accumulation Analytics Leveraging Hazard Layers
• New dimension to risk management:

National Institute of Standards and

Users will have rich visualization

Technology (NIST).

and accumulations on RMS
hazard layers. Exposure Manager
supports RMS hazard datasets,
which leverage the model IP for a
more informed approach to risk
management.
• Industry-recognized specialists are
on hand to discuss perils affecting
your book.

U.S. soil hazard layer in Exposure Manager

Highly Configurable User Interface
• Customizable cards within Exposure
RMS

Manager provide completely
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portfolio you are interrogating.
• Gain more power to discover
insights your own way.

Custom cards view in Exposure Manager

Find Out More
To find out more please email sales@rms.com.

RMS is the world’s leading catastrophe risk
modeling company. From earthquakes,
hurricanes, and flood to terrorism and
infectious diseases, RMS helps financial
institutions and public agencies
understand, quantify, and manage risk.
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